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A KÄ3 two-quasiparticle isomer in 98Sr
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The decay of on-line mass-separated98Rb to 98Sr is studied byg spectroscopy. The revised decay scheme
adds further evidence of the coexistence of very different shapes in98Sr. A set of levels is proposed to originate
from particle-hole pair excitations across theZ540 spherical gap in analogy with96Sr. A deformedK53 band
with probable even parity is built on a 7.1-ns isomer at 1838 keV. It is interpreted as a two-quasineutron
excitation in accordance with a quantum Monte Carlo pairing calculation based on a deformed shell model.
Configurations of the calculated lowest-lying two-quasiparticle levels confirm the importance of the@404#9/2
neutron orbital at the largest deformations in the neutron-richA.100 region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neutron-rich nuclei in theA.100 region exhibit a num-
ber of interesting features including shell-closure effects n
the crossing of theZ540 andN556 spherical subshells an
the occurrence of large ground-state deformations forN
>60. In strontium (Z538) and zirconium (Z540) isotopes,
deformed levels have been identified forN>58. With in-
creasing neutron number, they rapidly become lower in
ergy from about 1.5 MeV in96Sr and 98Zr @1#, while there
are indications that deformations increase@2#. The N560
isotones98Sr and100Zr are rare examples of the coexisten
of very different nuclear shapes at nearly the same ene
The first excited 01 states lie at only 216 and 331 keV
respectively@3,4#. Whereas these states are interpreted
spherical or only slightly deformed, large deformations
b.0.40 have been measured for the ground states~g.s.’s!
@5–7#. These cases of shape coexistence were also discu
in a more general context by Woodet al. @8#. The g.s. bands
were recently extended to higher-spin members by pro
fission experiments@9–11#. However, the nature of most ex
cited states in98Sr and 100Zr is still unclear.

Large deformations in this region favor the occurrence
isomers due toK hindrance. Thus, in the odd-proton (Z
539) andN560 nucleus99Y, a 8.6-ms I p517/21 isomer
was discovered at the gas-filled mass separator JOSEF@12#.
This was the first opportunity to observe extended ba
structure in this region. More recently, aKp552 or 61 ex-
cited band was observed in100Zr in prompt-fission experi-
ments@9–11#. Other two-quasiparticle band heads were o
served inN562 isotones. A 85-ns isomer in100Sr @13# and a
band head in102Zr @9–11# were interpreted as being based
a 42 two-quasineutron pair. These observations give insi
into the nature of quasiparticle levels and into the pair
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strength. From general features ofb-decay properties
@14,15#, together with calculations of the energies of tw
quasiparticle states@16# and an analysis of extended ban
structures@9–11,17#, it was concluded that pairing in thi
region is considerably lower than the standard estimate.

In an analysis of newb-decay data, the 1838-keV level i
98Sr was found to be an isomer with a 7.1-ns half-life@18#.
However, it could not be interpreted in the context of t
level scheme of Ref.@3#. By analogy, another isomeric leve
could have been expected in100Zr. However, no such leve
was reported in theb decay of 100Y @4#. These consider-
ations motivated investigations of the decay schemes of98Rb
to 98Sr and of100Y to 100Zr, the results of which are reporte
in this paper.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The data for98Sr were obtained during the course of th
measurement devoted to100Sr reported in Ref.@19# and de-
tails can be found there. In short, the parent nucleus98Rb
was obtained at the ISOLDE facility as a product of t
fission of 238U by 600-MeV protons, followed by an on-line
mass-separation. The implantation spot was viewed by a
nar Ge detector, a large coaxial Ge detector, and a B2
scintillator. This experiment did not basically differ from th
former one at the mass-separator OSTIS at the high-flux
actor of the ILL-Grenoble@3#, except for the production
mode. The Ge detectors were placed quite far, at abou
cm, from the source. Coincidence summing was theref
negligible, and only few cross-talks were observed in
coincidence spectra. In spite of lower statistics, the supe
energy resolution of the planar detector improved the an
sis of the complex region below 300 keV. This revealed n
coincidence relationships of particular importance for a re
sion of the decay scheme. The dedicated lifetime meas
ment of the 21 state has been reported in Ref.@19#. We
investigated other levels usingg-g-t coincidences with Ge-
detectors. In case of high-lying levels, in order to increa
©2002 The American Physical Society18-1
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FIG. 1. Levels in98Sr populated byb decay of98Rb. The decomposition of feedings in ground state and isomer decays is discus
the text. An example of the calculation of branchings and logft values is shown in Table III, whereI p531 has been assumed for th
higher-spin98Rb level.
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statistics a gate was set on a depopulating transition, c
fully correcting for Compton events below the peak, wh
the other time channel accepted a wide range of energie
threshold was introduced to suppress the interference of
els with known lifetimes. As in standardb-g-t coincidences,
disturbances of the time distributions by occasional high
lying long-lived levels can occur. The validity of the me
surement was checked by a systematic analysis of time s
tra for all sufficiently strong transitions.

The g-g coincidence data for100Zr were obtained at the
IGISOL separator@20# during a short test run. An energy
energy matrix was formed by combining data from four G
detectors with 70% efficiency. The parent nucleus100Y was
produced by 25-MeVp-induced fission of238U, and deliv-
ered to the collection station as a beam together with o
isobaric activities. Since the beam contains low and hi
spin 100Y levels, it is possible to access medium spin100Zr
levels afterb decay. This was not possible in the previo
decay studies at TRISTAN where, due to the chemical se
tivity of the ion source,100Y was obtained as ab-decay
daughter of mass separated100Sr only populating the low-
spin levels@4#. These data thus fill the gap between low-sp
levels observed in the former decay studies and the hig
spin ones populated in prompt fission.
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III. RESULTS

A. Level scheme of98Sr

The decay scheme of98Rb is shown in Fig. 1, and tran
sitions are listed in Table I. The quoted intensities are
observed ones, as they result from the superposition of
decays of the low spinI 5(0,1), T1/25116 ms, and higher
spin T1/2596 ms isomers of98Rb @21#. It is not possible to
disentangle these contributions by using decay curves, du
their very close half-lives. In a later section, we presen
decomposition of the feeding intensities on the basis of le
spin differences. The intensity ratioI g(41→21)/I g(21

→01)50.32 is the same as in experiments performed w
thermal neutrons@22,23#. This can be interpreted in two
ways. This ratio remains the same if the 21 and 41 states in
98Sr are populated by the high-spin decay only, which co
give some constrains on the98Rb ground-state and isome
spins. Alternatively, it could be that the relative populatio
of 98Rb g.s. and isomer are comparable in235U(nth , f ) and
238U(600 MeV p, f ).

The fact that counting statistics is weaker than in the
periment by Beckeret al. @3# may explain why the weakes
among the reported transitions, namely, those withI g,1, are
not seen in this work. However, we have been able to de
8-2
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TABLE I. Transitions in the decay of98Rb to 98Sr. Energies and intensities are obtained from singles
coincidences. Coincidence relationships are listed by merging data of both detectors exceptE
,140 keV ~projection is onto planar Ge only!, andE.511 keV ~onto coaxial Ge only!. Coincidences are
within brackets if the ratio of peak area to its error is less than 3.

Energy Intensity Placed Coincidences
~keV! from to

71.0 ~1! 2.1 ~2! 216 145 145, 656,~1324!
107.2 ~1! 2.1 ~2! a 2231 2124 145,~286!, 523, 586, 656,~727!,

1253,~1456!, ~1693!, 1980
140.6 ~1! 3.9 ~3! 1978 1838 ~107!, 145, ~289!, 1693
144.5 ~1! 100 - 145 0 107, 141,~145!, ~175!, 286, 289, 433, 511, 631,

656, ~668!, 727, ~810!, 1080,~1093!, 1106,~1253!,
~1324!, ~1360!, 1456,~1601!, 1693, 1772,~1778!,
1820,~1926!, ~2086!, ~2094!, 2145, 2172,~2498!,

~2660! 3009, 3029, 3146,~3478!
175.1 ~2! 0.4 ~1! b 2154 1978 ~141!, ~145!, ~1693!
192.1 ~4! 0.5 ~3! b ~2316 2124! ~1693!
215.5 ~1! 7.8 ~9! c 216 0
234.2 ~4! 0.8 ~4! b ~2359 2124! ~1693!
286.2 ~2! 0.5 ~1! b 2124 1838 ~107!, ~145!
289.3 ~1! 32.6 ~17! 434 145 145, 433,~511!, 1105, 1772,~1926!, ~2498!,

3009, 3029
433.2 ~2! 1.5 ~2! 867 434 145, 289
523.4 ~3! 0.5 ~2! b 2124 1600 107
585.0 ~3! 0.4 ~2! b 2124 1539 107
605.4 ~2! 1.2 ~2! b ~2206 1600! ~1456!
630.7 ~2! 3.0 ~3! 2231 1600 ~145!, ~1456!
655.8 ~2! 8.4 ~8! 871 216 71, 145
668.1 ~3! 1.1 ~2! d 1539 871 ~145!
726.8 ~2! 1.9 ~3! 871 145 145
810.4 ~4! 0.3 ~1! b 1681 871 ~71!, ~145!, ~656!
871.4 ~3! 2.1 ~3! 871 0 ~107!
1079.7 ~3! 2.2 ~3! 1224 145 145
1092.8 ~3! 2.0 ~3! 1964 871 ~71!, 145, ~656!
1105.5 ~3! 1.7 ~3! 1539 434 145, 289
1167.1 ~4! 0.5 ~2! d ~1600 434! ~145!
1253.2 ~4! 0.7 ~2! d 2124 871 ~71!, 107, ~145!
1323.9 ~3! 2.0 ~4! b 1539 216 ~71!, ~145!
1359.8 ~3! 3.0 ~5! d 2231 871 ~145!, ~656!
1403.9 ~4! 0.6 ~2! d 1838 434 ~289!
1455.9 ~3! 6.9 ~5! 1600 145 ~107!, 145, ~606!, ~631!
1539.2 ~4! 0.8 ~3! b 1539 0 ~107!
1600.4 ~3! 1.7 ~9! e ~1600 0!
1600.6 ~4! 1.6 ~4! b ~1745 145! ~145!
1693.2 ~2! 15.5 ~13! 1838 145 ~107!, 140, 145,~175!
1772.0 ~3! 3.5 ~5! 2206 434 145, 289
1777.7 ~4! 1.8 ~3! ~1922 145! ~145!
1819.5 ~3! 4.4 ~4! 1964 145 145
1925.5 ~4! 1.8 ~3! b 2359 434 ~145!, ~289!
1964.1 ~4! 2.4 ~6! ~1964 0!
1979.6 ~3! 1.2 ~3! f 2124 145 107,~145!
2086.3 ~4! 1.0 ~3! 2231 145 ~145!
2092.9 ~4! 1.3 ~3! b ~2237 145! ~145!
2144.5 ~3! 3.4 ~5! f ~2288 145! 145
2171.5 ~3! 15.7 ~15! 2316 145 145
024318-3
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

Energy Intensity Placed Coincidence
~keV! from to

2214.7 ~4! 0.8 ~2! b 2359 145 ~145!
2315.8 ~4! 7.5 ~21! g ~2316 0!
2498.2 ~4! 1.7 ~3! 2932 434 ~145!, ~289!
2659.8 ~4! 1.5 ~3! b ~2804 145! ~145!
2804.2 ~4! 2.1 ~5! g ~2804 0!
3008.6 ~4! 7.0 ~7! 3443 434 145, 289
3028.6 ~4! 2.9 ~5! 3463 434 145,~289!
3145.9 ~5! 2.1 ~4! 3290 145 145
3290.2 ~6! 3.6 ~14! g ~3290 0!
3478.1 ~6! 1.1 ~3! 3623 145 ~145!
3622.4 ~7! 1.7 ~7! g ~3623 0!

aLine reported in Ref.@3# but not placed.
bNew line observed in coincidence spectra.
cThe intensity of thisE0 transition is calculated from Ref.@21#.
dPartial coincidence data due to low statistics.
eFrom difference between intensity in singles and in gate on 145-keV transition.
fLine placed as a g.s. transition in Ref.@3#.
gNew line observed in singles spectra and placed by energy fitting only.
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and place several new transitions with intensities lower t
this limit. We also note that calculated energies above 3 M
show subtantial deviations with respect to the original v
ues. Above 1.4 MeV the energy calibration for the pres
work was made internally using evaluated data for tran
tions in 98Zr @21#.

Up to the 1600-keV level included, the new level sche
is in good agreement with the one presented by Beckeret al.
@3#. We assume, as in their work, that the 1224-keV leve
a 01 state. At this low excitation energy, only 01 and 21

states can be expected in addition to the levels of the
band. The absence of feeding transitions from any le
~while all well-established 21 states are populated from
higher-lying levels! as well as the missing g.s. transitio
seem unlikely in case ofI 52.

The placement of a 1600-keV g.s. transition deserve
comment. A 1600-keVg ray is observed in coincidence wit
the 144.5-keV 21→01 transition. However, the intensity o
the peak in the singles spectrum is higher than is calcula
from the above coincidence. In agreement with Ref.@3#, we
therefore place the residual intensity as a 1600-keV g.s. t
sition. This placement is based on energy fitting only, sin
the overly weak intensity does not allow one to conclu
about the existence of coincidence relationships with high
lying lines.

A new level at 1682 keV is introduced by placing the 8
keV transition on top of the 871-keV level, according to
coincidences with the 71-, 145-, and 656-keV transitio
These are weak but form a consistent set.

The 1838-keV g.s. transition@3# is not confirmed. The
1980-keVg ray, the next higher g.s. transition in Ref.@3#,
actually depopulates a new level at 2124 keV. These r
sions are of consequence, since they release the 1838
1978-keV levels from the necessity of havingI 5~1,2!. A
02431
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new interpretation of these levels is discussed in the follo
ing section.

The new 2124-keV level shows a fragmented decay. It
decay branches to all well-established 21 levels, as well as
to the probable 21 level at 1600 keV and the level at 183
keV. The feedings from the 2231-keV level via the 107 ke
transition and from levels at 2316 and 2358 keV, which a
I 5(1,2) states, do not let room for direct population inb
decay. These links and the absence of branches to 01 or 41

states are logical ifI p522 is assumed, which we therefor
propose tentatively, althoughI 51 and 3 cannot be ruled ou
The gate on the 107-keV transition~see Fig. 2! shows the
depopulation of this new level.

The 2145-keV level postulated in Ref.@3# is not con-
firmed. The g.s. transition has to be placed elsewhere du
its coincidence with the 145-keV transition, while the r
ported weak 2000-keV transition is not seen at all. Moreov
it is probable that the 167-keV transition seen in the 140-k
gate is entirely due to the coincidence of the strong lines
141 and 167 keV in97Sr, which is populated inb-delayed
neutron decay of98Rb.

The 2231-keV level is strongly fed inb decay. The inten-
sity balance of the 2124-keV level favors the lowest possi
conversion of the 107-keV transition. If ofM1 character, the
107-keV transition could be a hint for aK52 band formed
by the 2124- and 2231-keV levels. However, there is no s
able candidate for the next band member withI 54. Thus
this feature could be accidental.

Centroid shifts of time distributions with gates on hig
energy transitions in the larger Ge detector do not reveal
significant shift outside the scattering of data within a typic
1-ns band, except for the already reported 1693-keV tra
tion with t1/257.1(8) ns, assigned to the 1838-keV lev
@18#. A centroid plot is shown in Fig. 3. The delayed coinc
8-4
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FIG. 2. Gate on the 107-keV transition showing the decay of the 2124-keV level. Transitions leaving the 2124-keV level and the s
ones of the next generation are marked. The 144-keV 21→01 transition collects all of the intensity except for a small fraction flowing v
the E0 transition from the 216-keV level.
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dences with gates on low-energy transitions in the pla
detector qualitatively confirm a measurable lifetime for t
1838-keV level. However, the spectrum gated by the 1
keV transition above the isomer is difficult to exploit due
interference of the 141-keV line in97Sr. There is no measur
able lifetime for the new 2124-keV level, as shown by t
spectrum gated by the 107-keV transition. The relevant t
spectra are shown in Fig. 4. For the analysis of the 216-k
01 level, a gate was set on the 71-keV transition. The sl
method yielded a somewhat smaller result than reporte
Ref. @24# @ t1/2525(2) ns#, namely, 21.2~17! ns.

1. A band on the 7.1-ns isomeric level at 1838 keV

The 1838-keV level decays to the 21
1 state via the 1693-

keV transition and to the 41 state by a weaker branch. Thu
the spin could beI 53 or 4 as alternatives to the former 21

assignment based on the incorrectly placed g.s. transi
Beckeret al. @3# showed that their angular-correlation coe
02431
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ficients for the 1693–145-keV cascade@A22520.25(15)
and A4450.49(28)] are consistent withI 52. Nevertheless,
I 53 cannot be rejected. There are solutions forA22(d1693),
one with a smallE2 admixture consistent with zero and a
other one with a very largeE2 component. For bothI 52
and 3, the smalld value gives a better agreement forA44,
but still the agreement is poor.

The 1838-keV level has a half-life of 7.1 ns. Hindranc
for the transitions to the 21 and 41 states of the g.s. band ar
shown for the possible multipolarities in Table II. The hi
drances per degree of forbiddeness are unusually high
K52 and still remain high forK53. Even parity gives the
lowest hindrances, in better agreement with local system
ics. This parity is also favored by logft values, as is discus
in Sec. IV.

The 140-keV and new 175-keV transitions form a casca
on top of the 1838-keV level. The energies suggest a ro
tional band. The ratio of energies (EK122EK11)/(EK11
8-5
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FIG. 3. Centroid-shift plot fromg-g-t coincidences for some
high-energy lines in98Sr; see the text for details. The scattering
the points gives an indication of systematical errors. The pro
curve~dashed line! is obtained by an eye-guided interpolation usi
numerous transitions in theA598 and 97 mass chains. The conve
sion is 0.68 ns/channel. The centroid of the 1693-keV gated s
trum is the only one with a definite shift. Open circles, diamon
triangles, and squares refer to lines from the 871-, 1539-, 1964-,
2316-keV levels, respectively. Closed circles indicate transiti
from levels discussed in the text.
be
-
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2EK) agrees perfectly with the rotational spacings forK
53. A tentative coincidence in the 1693-keV gate~see Fig.
5! could represent the next 6→5 transition of 210.8~5! keV
with an intensity of about 0.2 relative units. A further test
the distribution ofb-feeding intensities among the assum
band members. The levels of interest are expected to
populated by the high-spin98Rb decay only, since the low
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TABLE II. Hindrances for transitions depopulating the 183
keV level in 98Sr (t1/257.1 ns) to 21 ~1693 keVg-ray! and 41

~1404 keVg-ray! states of the g.s. band. TheK values of 2 and 3 are
those allowed by angular correlation data@3#. The hindrance per
degree of forbiddenessh is defined byH5hn, where the hindrance
H is the ratio of the experimental partial half life to the Weissko
estimate andn5uDKu2L.

I p Transition ML W.u. H n h

21 1693 M1 4.6310212 1.63106 1 1.63106

1404 E2 3.8310212 5.03104 0
22 1693 E1 6.7310217 1.13108 1 1.13108

1404 M2 2.7310210 7.03102 0
31 1693 M1 4.6310212 1.63106 2 1.23103

1404 M1 8.1310215 2.43107 2 4.83103

32 1693 E1 6.7310217 1.13108 2 1.03104

1404 E1 1.2310216 1.63109 2 4.03104
nes gated
on three
o lifetime

e to the
e lifetime

of
V line
FIG. 4. Delayed-coincidence spectra for the 107- and 140-keV lines gated with the planar detector, and 1456- and 1693-keV li
in the coaxial detector. Thex axis is in channels with a conversion of 0.68 ns/channel. For better clarity, counts have been averaged
neighboring channels, and each third channel is plotted. A constant has been added in order to avoid display of negative counts. N
is visible for the 107-keV line, showing that the 2124-keV level is short lived. The small tail on the right-hand side of the peak is du
link of the 2124-keV level to the isomer at 1838 keV. The slopes observed for the 140- and 1693-keV gated spectra show that th
is due to the 1838-keV level. Contamination by the 141-keV line in97Sr is responsible for the tail on the left-hand side of the spectrum
the 140-keV line. The 7.1~8!-ns half life is deduced from the slope of the spectrum gated by the 1693-keV transition. The 1456-ke
gives an indication of the timing response.
8-6
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A K53 TWO-QUASIPARTICLE ISOMER IN98Sr PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024318
spin level hasI 5(0,1) according to Ref.@21#. The relative
experimentalb feedings of the 1838-~0.73! and 1979-keV
~0.25! levels indeed are in satisfactory agreement with
Alaga rule for bothI (98Rb)53 or 4 if K53. We note that
the weakb feeding of the 2154-keV level~0.02! could easily
be cancelled in the case of additional feeding by non
tectedg transitions. Accordingly, it would be premature
concludeI 54 for 98Rb.

Based on the above discussion, we propose the 1838
level to be aK53 band head of probable even parity. T
1979- and new 2154-keV levels areK11 andK12 band
members.

2. Decay of98Rb

The strong feeding to theK53 level at 1838 keV is not
consistent withI 55 for the 98Rb high-spin level, as stated i
Ref. @21#. Instead,I 53 and 4 with both parities have to b
considered. We present a decomposition ofb-feeding inten-
sities for I 53 in Table III. This is only one among sever
possibilities, and a few arbitrary assumptions still need to
made. Nevertheless, it is instructive for a discussion
b-feeding patterns. In this particular case, the feedings
high-lying levels withI 5(1,2) and of unplaced transition
have been evenly shared among the low- and high-spin
cays, while feeding of 21 states was regarded as negligib
in the low-spin decay. The logft value of 5.7 for the 216-ke
01 level could indicate an allowed transition andI (Rb)
511. It varies by 0.3 units when removing or adding t
shared intensity. Moreover, it must rise if the ground st
and some 21 states areb fed. There are conflicting measure
ments of the g.s. branching@22,23#. Thus it is not possible to
unambiguously assign a parity for the low-spin Rb level. T
logft values for the high-spin decay are less sensitive to
unplaced intensity. The logft values for the 21 levels, the
434-keV 41 state of the g.s. band, and for theK53 isomer,
are slightly below 5.9. The values for transitions to 21 states

FIG. 5. Gate on the 1693-keV transition showing the 140- a
175-keV transitions forming the proposed 5→4→3 cascade. The
very weak peak at 210 keV could be due to the next 6→5 transition.
The other very weak line at 258 keV has not been placed.
coincidence with the 107-keV transition occurs via the intermed
286-keV line from the 2124-keV level.
02431
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could be higher if part of feedings to 21 states is moved to
the low-spin decay. This, however, would lower the log
values for the decays to the 41 andK53 levels. Therefore,
allowed character for these transitions is more probable t
first forbidden. We note that the relativeb feedings of the
2124- and 2231-keV levels are not in accordance w
I (98Rb)53 if these levels would belong to aK52 band.

The other choice ofI 54 for 98Rb allows a decomposition
with less arbitrary assumptions. The 21 levels must then be
fed in the low-spin decay. This leads toI 51 for the low-spin
98Rb level but, still, the parity is not determined. In the hig

d

e
e

TABLE III. Beta feedings and logft values ifI (98Rb, 116 ms!
5~0,1! and I (98Rb, 96 ms!53 under further assumptions describe
in the text. If no entry, directb feeding has been assumed to
neglectible. Logft values are calculated withQb512.3 MeV @21#.

Level I p b feeding log~ft! b feeding log~ft!
I 5(0,1) I 53

0.0 01

144.5 ~1! 21 16.4 ~20! 5.7
215.5 ~1! 01 20.7 ~17! 5.7
433.9 ~2! 41 9.6 ~15! 5.8
867.2 ~2! 61 1.3 ~2! 6.7
871.4 ~1! 21 5.2 ~9! 6.0
1224.2 ~3! (01)a 6.2 ~9! 6.0
1539.4 ~2! 21 4.4 ~5! 6.0
1600.4 ~2! (21) 4.6 ~7! 6.0
1681.8 ~4! (41)b 0.3 ~1! 7.1
1837.8 ~2! (31)c 9.4 ~11! 5.6
1964.1 ~2! ~1,2!d 12.6 ~12! 5.6 3.7 ~4! 6.0
1978.4 ~3! (41) 3.2 ~3! 6.1
2124.1 ~2! (22)e -0.1 ~6!

2153.5 ~3! (51) 0.3 ~1! 7.1
2205.9 ~2! 4.0 ~4! 5.9
2231.2 ~2! ~2,3!f 7.9 ~6! 5.5
2316.0 ~2! ~1,2!d 34.1 ~23! 5.1 9.8 ~7! 5.5
2358.9 ~4! 2.9 ~5! 6.0
2804.4 ~4! ~1,2!d 4.5 ~9! 5.6 1.5 ~3! 6.2
2931.8 ~4! 1.4 ~3! 6.2
3290.3 ~4! ~1,2!d 7.8 ~19! 5.5 2.4 ~6! 5.9
3442.5 ~4! 5.9 ~5! 5.5
3462.5 ~4! 2.5 ~3! 5.9
3622.6 ~5! ~1,2!d 4.0 ~9! 5.8 1.2 ~3! 6.2

aI p501 is tentatively assumed due to the absence of transitions
for structural reasons.
bTentative spin assignment assuming a two-phonon level.
cK isomer assigned in this work from band structure and h
drances.
dHalf of the experimentalb feeding has been shared between hig
and low-spin decays.
eAssignment based on calculated quasi-particle structure; see
text. Feeding is calculated withE1 multipolarity for the 107-keV
transition.
fI p531 favored by absence of transitions to 01 states, a large
branching ratio of the transition to the assumed 22 state at 2124
keV, and a strong population inb decay.
8-7
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spin decay the logft values to theK53 and 41 states are
lowered by 0.2–0.3 units with respect to the values in Ta
III. They remain in the range of allowed transitions ev
when fully adding the contributions of nonplaced intensit

In conclusion, it is not possible to assign spin and pa
for the low-spin level in98Rb. For the higher-spin level, eve
parity is favored forI 53 and appears probable forI 54. In
either case ofI (98Rb)53 or 4, the logft value forb decay to
the 1838-keV level is slightly below the limit for first
forbidden transitions. Thus, the even parity of theK53 band
head, in agreement with arguments of hindrances mentio
earlier, is the most probable.

B. New levels in 100Zr

New transitions are established by coincidence relati
ships to belong to the level scheme of100Zr; see Table IV.
We assume that they belong to the decay of the high-s
isomer, based on the argument that it is unlikely that th
fairly strong transitions would have escaped detection in
decay study of the low-spin100Y performed with superior
statistics at TRISTAN@4,7#. The intensities of the new tran
sitions are calculated from the number of coincidences.
those transitions also reported in the low-spin decay of100Y,
a correction is made. The contribution to be subtracted
defined under the assumption that the high-lyingI 5(1,2)
levels are not significantly fed in the high-spin decay. T
strongest directb feeding is the one to the 41 state of the g.s.
band; see Table V. The feedings to the first excited 21 and
two other 21 states are sizable, but are largely dependen
the corrections. It might therefore be premature to concl
that I 53 for 100Y. We do not observe any enhancement
the population with respect to the low-spin decay of100Y,
nor any link with the new levels for the 829-keV 01 state
and the 1295-keV level. This indicates a low spin for t
1295-keV level.

The 1441-keV 21 level was observed previously inb
decay. The intensities of the 1229- and 1110-keV transitio
when calculated in the 213- and 119-keV gates, agree w
the values of Ref.@4#, but are different when gating on th
new 907-keV transition feeding the 1441-keV level. Th
suggests the 1229-keV line to be a doublet. However,
second component could not be placed.

The 1414- and 1856-keV levels were reported in t
prompt-fission experiments in the deexcitation of the ba
head at 2260 keV@9–11#. In Ref. @10# the authors extende
the band on the excited 01 state at 331 keV by assignin
them as the 41 and 61 band members. We cannot conclu
about transitions from the 1414-keV level to 21 states as
stated in that work. The 535-keV transition is masked by
residual of the very strong 21→01 transition in 100Mo, and
the other 1201-keV transition is presumably too weak to
observed in our data.

The absence of any signature for a 31 state as corre-
sponding to the 1838-keV level in98Sr is a surprise. We
failed to observe a level with a measurable lifetime~beyond
the ns!, or a state with a cascade of suitable low-ene
transitions on top of it. It is difficult to understand why n
level with I 53, 4, or 5 of the expected band could be ide
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tified, while the 41 state of the g.s. band is rather strong
fed. It might be worth noting that a similar situation mig
occur as in theN559 isotones97Sr and 99Zr. A well devel-
opedKp53/21 band has been observed in the former@9#,
but could not be identified so far in the latter@2#.

C. Theoretical description of the two-quasiparticle levels
in 98Sr

1. Ground-state deformations and single-particle levels

Equilibrium deformations and moments, potential-ene
surfaces, microscopic structure of coexisting configuratio
and shape-transitions in the heavy Sr-Zr region have b
calculated by several authors@25–28#. Recently, the de-
formed shell model combined with the quantum Monte Ca
method for pairing calculations was employed to study
two-quasineutron level structure in theA.100 region@16#.
The same theoretical formalism is used in the present w
The average field was assumed to be an axially deform
Woods-Saxon potential@29# with a cassinian oval shape pa
rametrization@30#. The universal Woods-Saxon paramete
were those proposed by Dudek and co-workers@31,32#, ex-
cept for smaller values of the central potential radius para
eter (R0C51.25 and 1.32 fm for proton and neutron system
respectively, following Ref.@33#!. The radius of the neutron
potential is larger than the 1.25 fm previously employed
Ref. @16#. It reflects the experimental difference betwe
neutron and proton matter distributions. However, this mo
fication has hardly any noticeable influence on the calcula
deformation energy surface.

The 98Sr and 100Zr isotones are predicted to have we
deformed prolate ground states with calculated Cassinian
formations« ranging from approximately 0.30 to 0.36, i.e
b2 values from 0.32 to 0.40. These values were also foun
previous theoretical studies@27,28# and are in good agree
ment with experimental deformations@5–7#. Figures 6 and 7
show Nilsson diagrams calculated with our Wood-Saxon
tential parameters for neutrons and protons near the Fe
levels in this region. It is worth mentioning the 2-MeV ga
obtained betweenp@431#3/2 andp@422#5/2 orbitals in the
proton system. These configurations become Fermi level
98Sr (Z538) and100Zr (Z540), respectively. This large en
ergy gap results in quite different excitation energies of tw
quasiproton states in98Sr and 100Zr. The lowest two-
quasiparticle ~2QP! excited levels in 98Sr will certainly
originate from the neutron system. However, the situat
could be different for100Zr in which a proton pair is above
theZ538 gap. Single-particle energies for98Sr, calculated at
the experimental g.s. equilibrium deformation, are presen
in Table VI.

2. Pairing calculation

The excitation energy of a two-quasiparticle band is d
termined, neglecting the Gallagher spin-spin shift of the tw
quasiparticle states@34#, by the strengthG of the pairing
interaction and the energies of the contributing sing
particle states relative to the Fermi level. We extracted
experimental pairing energy from nuclear masses accord
to the prescription in Ref.@35#. Theoretical pairing energie
8-8
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TABLE IV. Transitions placed in100Zr and so far not reported inb decay of 100Y or of stronger
population than in theb decay study of Ref.@4# and transitions in subsequent decays. Coincidences are l
with the new transitions only, since the data are symmetric with exchange of gates and projections.

Energy Intensity Placed Coincidences
~keV! from to

118.6 ~2! 28.5 ~63! 331 213
212.5 ~1! 322. ~58! 213 0
314.0 0.4 ~2! a 879 564
318.0 0.8 ~4! a 1196 879
331.1 ~2! 13.6 ~53! b 331 0
351.8 ~2! 100 ~8! 564 213
353.0 0.6 ~2! c 1414 1061
497.1 ~2! 6.2 ~6! d 1061 564 213, 352,~900!
547.4 ~2! 14.7 ~23! 879 331
631.6 ~2! 3.8 ~8! 1196 564
665.8 ~2! 40.2 ~55! 879 213
672.4 ~2! 7.0 ~12! e 2070 1398 213, 352, 1185
833.5 ~3! 2.8 ~10! e 1398 564 213, 352
850.1 ~3! 9.3 ~8! f 1414 564 213, 352
865.0 ~2! 14.2 ~23! 1196 331
874.3 ~3! 8.7 ~17! e 2070 1196 119, 213, 352, 1196
878.6 ~2! 22.5 ~34! 879 0
900.1 ~3! 1.1 ~4! g 1962 1061 ~213!, 352, ~497!
907.8 ~3! 13.8 ~16! e 2349 1441 119, 213, 1110, 1229, 1441
983.2 ~3! 7.0 ~12! 1196 213
1110.1 ~3! 4.3 ~8! 1441 331
1153.0 ~3! 11.1 ~15! e 2349 1196 119, 213, 352, 632, 865, 1196
1185.4 ~3! 17.7 ~15! e 1398 213 213, 672
1191.6 ~3! 22.1 ~17! e 2070 879 119, 213, 666, 879
1196.2 ~2! 20.4 ~27! 1196 0
1229.0 ~3! 4.9 ~10! 1441 213 213, 908
1291.5 ~3! 4.2 ~6! f 1856 564 213, 352
1438.6 ~4! 3.4 ~8! e ~2002 564! ~213!, 352
1441.4 ~2! 3.6 ~6! 1441 0
1471.0 ~3! 27.4 ~27! e 2349 879 119, 213, 547, 666, 879
1505.5 ~5! 3.0 ~8! e 2070 564 213, 352
1644.2 ~3! 3.2 ~8! h 213
1655.8 ~3! 5.9 ~10! e 2220 564 213, 352
1857.8 ~4! 7.7 ~21! e 2070 213 213
2008.0 ~8! 1.3 ~8! e ~2220 213! ~213!
2137.0 ~8! 4.3 ~17! e 2349 213 ~213!

aIntensity calculated from Ref.@7#, since the transition is too weak to be seen here.
bThe intensity of thisE0 transition is calculated from Ref.@21#.
cLine reported in Ref.@11#. In this work, this line is supported by the presence of a peak at 352 keV in
gate of same energy.
d61→41 transition in the g.s. band@9–11#.
eNew transition inb decay of100Y.
fReported in Refs.@9–11#.
gReported in Refs.@9,10#.
hPossibly not from the 1856-keV level reported in prompt fission@9–11#, since there is a poor level energ
fitting and the transition was not reported in these works.
e
no
n

cal-
an-

d

were computed using the Lipkin-Nogami~LN! method@36#.
All single-particle orbitals in a 16 MeV interval around th
Fermi energy were included in the calculations. The mo
pole pairing strength was adjusted to reproduce experime
02431
-
tal

pairing energies. Using the obtained pairing strength, we
culated the solution for the pairing problem using both qu
tum Monte Carlo~QMC! @16,37# and Monte Carlo projection
~MCP! methods@38#. In the latter case, the projection starte
8-9
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G. LHERSONNEAUet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024318
from the obtained Lipkin-Nogami solution. Both Mont
Carlo methods are exact within the statistical uncertainty
the Monte Carlo calculation@16,38#.

We have calculated ground-stateDEGS(G) and two-
quasiparticleDE2QP(G) pairing energies for98Sr. In this
case, the single-particle level densities are rather low. I
therefore essential to take into account the blocking effec
the unpaired nucleons. Thus, for a two-quasiparticle s
calculation, the particle numberN is accordingly reduced by
two and the blocked states are removed. Results of the
QMC, and MCP calculations are shown in Table VII. T
excellent agreement between QMC and MCP methods g

FIG. 6. Expanded portion of the Nilsson diagram for neutrons
the N560 region. The energies were calculated using the Woo
Saxon potential parameters described in the text.

TABLE V. Levels of 100Zr populated by the high-spin level o
100Y. The logft values are calculated withQb59.31 MeV and
T1/250.94 s@21#.

Energy b feeding log~ft! I p

0.0 0. 01

212.5 ~1! 28.1 ~111! 5.9 21 a

331.1 ~2! 2.3 ~23! 6.9 01

564.3 ~2! 16.9 ~32! 6.0 41 a

878.5 ~2! 7.2 ~22! 6.3 21

1061.4 ~3! 1.6 ~3! 6.9 61 a

1196.0 ~2! 6.9 ~15! 6.3 21

1397.9 ~3! 3.6 ~8! 6.5 b

1414.4 ~4! 2.4 ~5! 6.7 (41) c

1441.4 ~2! 20.3 ~6! 21

1856.3 ~5! 1.9 ~4! 6.7 (61) c

1961.5 ~5! 0.5 ~2! 7.3 d

2070.2 ~2! 12.7 ~22! 5.8 b

2220.1 ~4! 1.9 ~5! 6.6 b

2349.3 ~2! 14.8 ~25! 5.7 b

aBelongs to the g.s. band@9–11#.
bNew level.
cObserved in the depopulation of a 52 or 61 band head in promp
fission @9–11#.
dBelongs to a side band@9,10#.
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confidence in the accuracy of Monte Carlo pairing calcu
tions. It is interesting to point out that the Monte Carlo a
LN methods give similar results. For energy bandhead c
culations, MCP results were selected, considering they h
smaller uncertainties than QMC calculations.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Low-lying levels

The 98Sr ground state, together with that of100Sr, is the
most deformed one in theA.100 region with b50.40
@5,6,19# while 100Zr is only slightly less deformed with
b50.36 @7#. The g.s. band of98Sr, in particular, exibits
excellent rotational properties with a large and rigid mom
of inertia @9,19#. According to the picture of shape coexis
ence and the transition taking place fromN558 to 60,
the 01 state at 216 keV corresponds to a very slightly d
formed or even a spherical shape that could be associ
with the g.s. of 96Sr. The 871-keV 21 level was proposed
as the first phonon vibration of the spherical levels@3#
but also as the head of the deformedg-band @39#. Mixing
of the closely lying 01 states makes transitions possible
both the g.s. and the excited 01 state. Spherical interpreta
tion of the 871 keV level is supported by the strong pref
ence for decay to the excited 0s

1 state at 216 keV with
B(E2,2→0s)/B(E2,2→0d)516.6. The corresponding 21

state in 100Zr is at 878 keV. These low-lying levels wer
presented as such in a review article on shape coexist
by Woodet al. @8#.

Limited by the small number of definite spin assignmen
one may attempt to use systematics of level energies
g-branching patterns to identify further levels in98Sr.
The systematics ofN560 isotones shows a rather smoo
variation with proton number down to Mo (Z542). Un-
fortunately, the levels in100Zr and 98Sr do not obviously
correspond with those in their higher-Z isotones. There-
fore, we will search for analogies, comparing with th
immediate neighbors of98Sr, the spherical nucleus96Sr
@2,9,21# and the deformed, more neutron-rich, isotope100Sr
@40#.

Spherical character looks probable for the 21 state at
1539 keV based on its strong branch to the 871-keV le
and its preference to decay to the excited 01 state rather than
to the ground state, e.g.,B(E2,2→0s)/B(E2,2→0d)55.3. A
correspondance with the 1507-keV level in96Sr looks quite
reasonable. One can tentatively extend the comparison
including the 1224-keV level, by analogy with the 02

1 state
at 1229 keV in96Sr, into the set of spherical levels. The ne
level at 1682 keV in98Sr could be the 41 spherical level
based on a two-phonon excitation. The 810-keV transiti
which is the only observed decay mode, is appealing as
two-to-one phonon transition. The assumedE4 /E2 ratio of
1467/65652.24 compares very well with its value of 2.20
96Sr.

On the basis of these analogies with levels in96Sr, the
three levels at 1224, 1539, and 1682 keV form a poss
(01, 21, 41) triplet of spherical states. The low energies
the 01 and 21 states exclude a purely vibrational charact

n
s-
8-10
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A K53 TWO-QUASIPARTICLE ISOMER IN98Sr PHYSICAL REVIEW C 65 024318
Such low-lying excited states have been reported in sev
near closed-shell regions where there exists a large gap
one type of nucleon. This is the case for96Sr and the other
N558 spherical isotones98Zr and 100Mo @8#. These states
have been interpreted as two-particle–two-hole excitati
across the proton subshell gap@41#. The existence of de
pressed 01 and 21 states in 98Sr implies that theZ540
spherical subshell gap remains effective in spite of the p
ence of a coexisting strongly deformed minimum. This int
pretation obviously deserves further investigation to be c
firmed or not.

In contrast to above discussed levels, the 1600-keV le
decays only to the g.s. band, with a strong preference for
21

1 state. This favors the deformed interpretation and in
cates a possible analogy with the 1315 keV level in100Sr.
Searching for ag band, one notices the tentative levels
1745 and 1922 keV which could be suitable asI 53 and 4
band members. It would be very interesting to investig
this issue using prompt fission. The systematics of spher
and deformed states in98Sr, as proposed in the above di
cussion, together with the corresponding levels in the96Sr
and 100Sr neighbors, is shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE VI. Single-particle levels close to the Fermi level fo
98Sr, calculated using the Woods-Saxon potential at the experim
tal deformation ofb250.40 ~«50.35!. The Fermi level is at the
n@404#9/2 andp@431#3/2 orbitals.

Neutrons Protons

Orbital Energy~MeV! Orbital Energy~MeV!

n@422#3/2 26.28 p@310#1/2 214.70
n@541#5/2 25.63 p@312#3/2 214.54
n@404#9/2 24.96 p@431#3/2 214.38
n@411#3/2 24.29 p@422#5/2 212.12
n@532#5/2 24.05 p@431#1/2 211.01
n@411#1/2 23.08 p@301#1/2 210.19
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B. QP levels

The I p5311838 keV level is an isomer due to the ve
large retardation of the transitions to the g.s. band, which
so far the largest observed in theA.100 region~Table VIII!.
The transitions of 175 and 140 keV form a 5→4→3 cas-
cade, possibly extended by a 210-keV line. The momen
inertia, although very large with 87% of the rigid-rotor valu
is lower than those of most other two-quasiparticle ban
known in this region~Table IX!.

As a consequence of the deformedZ538 gap, the lowest-
lying quasiparticles in98Sr are due to neutron excitation
The calculated sequence and level spacings are in g
agreement with the data for odd-N nuclei withN561 and 63
@2,9,28,42#. We note that the@404#9/2 orbital which is near
the Fermi level forN560 has, to our knowledge, not ye
been identified in any odd-N nucleus in theA.100 region.
Its observation inN559 isotones is difficult due to the
fact that the lowest-lying states are spherical@1#. It has,

FIG. 7. Expanded portion of the Nilsson diagram for protons
the Z540 region. The energies were calculated using the Woo
Saxon potential parameters described in the text.

n-
the

spec-

wo
TABLE VII. Quantum Monte Carlo, Monte Carlo projected, and Lipkin-Nogami pairing results for
pairing energies and two-quasi-neutron band-head energies~MeV! for a neutron pairing strength ofGN

518.62/A. The statistical uncertainty of the QMC and MCP calculations are 0.2–0.3 and 0.1 MeV, re
tively. The two-quasiparticle energies are given byU2QP5U2P1DEGS(G)2DE2QP(G), whereU2P is the
Fermi gas excitation energy,DEGS(G) andDE2QP(G) are pairing energies of ground state and of the t
quasiparticle configurations. The g.s. values areDEGS(G)54.7, 4.5 and 4.61 for QMC, MCP, and LN
calculations, respectively. The values in column 6 are calculated with the MCP values ofDEGS(G) and
DE2QP(G).

Configuration U2P DE2QP(G) U2QP Experimental
QMC MCP LN

n@404#9/2^n@411#3/2 0.67 3.4 3.4 3.03 1.77 1.838 31

n@404#9/2^n@532#5/2 0.91 3.3 3.3 3.10 2.11 2.124 (22)
n@541#3/2^n@411#3/2 1.34 3.4 3.3 3.30 2.49
n@541#3/2^n@532#5/2 1.58 3.6 3.5 3.45 2.58
n@422#3/2^n@411#3/2 1.99 3.5 3.4 3.40 3.09 a

n@422#3/2^n@532#5/2 2.23 3.7 3.5 3.52 3.23

aThe 2231-keV level is possibly the second 31 state but is quite low with respect to the calculation.
8-11
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FIG. 8. Level systematics of even-even neutron-rich Sr isotopes in theN558 and 60 region of shape coexistence@8,1,3,9,21#. The
interpretation for98Sr is proposed on basis of analogies discussed in the text. However, the levels shown as the 41 and 61 states of the
excited deformed band in96Sr were not interpretated as such in a more recent prompt-fission study@2#. Levels in 100Sr are all assumed to
be deformed, since the lowering of the deformed minimum is expected to continue until neutron midshell; however this was not es
experimentally@39#.
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nevertheless, been invoked to account for isomers and b
heads in theN560 isotones99Y and 100Zr via then@404#9/
2^n@411#3/2 configuration @11,12#. We therefore
expect to find the lowest-lying two-quasiparticle states
coupling an unpaired@404#9/2 neutron to the other one pro
moted on the next@411#3/2 and @532#5/2 orbitals. Among
others, this produces 31 and 22 levels, which seem to cor
respond to the experimental levels at 1838 and 2124 k
respectively. In this case, it follows that the 2231-keV lev
of even parity cannot be theK11 level of a band on the
2124-keV level.

These qualitative considerations are indeed suppo
by the Monte Carlo calculations, see Table VII. The low
two-quasineutron band head originates from
@404#9/2^@411#3/2 configuration calculated at 1.77 MeV
The next one corresponds to the@404#9/2^@532#5/2 configu-
ration at 2.11 MeV. The next states originate from the c
pling of the @541#3/2 hole orbital to the@411#3/2 and
@532#5/2 levels. They are calculated near 2.5 MeV. There a
however, no experimental states with enough evidence
these configurations. The stronglyb-fed 2231-keV level is
linked to the 2124-keV level, assuming a 22 state in the
following, by the 107-keV transition of low multipolarity
The absence of transitions to 01 states, rather favorsI p

531 over 21. The second calculated 31 level involves cre-
02431
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V,
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ation of an@422#3/2 hole and promotion of the neutron to th
n@411#3/2 orbital. Local systematics ofb-decay properties of
odd-proton nuclei indeed shows that levels including
@422#3/2 neutron orbital are strongly populated. The config
ration is, however, calculated at 3.09 MeV, which is cons
erably higher than the experimental level. It could be lo
ered by moving the@422#3/2 hole orbital upward, but this ha
not been possible within reasonable modifications of
Woods-Saxon potential parameters.

One should keep in mind that the accuracy of this th
retical prediction is affected by the single-particle lev
scheme, by spin-spin shifts which have been neglected
well as by the monopole pairing approximation. Howev
the relative positions of the band-head levels are m
less influenced by these approximations than their abso
energies. Consequently, the above proposed configura
for the 1838- (31) and 2124-keV (22) levels appear to be
plausible.

C. Ground states and isomers of98Rb and 100Y

The ground state of97Rb has been measured by las
spectroscopy to be deformed and haveI 53/2 @43#. It is
interpreted as the@431#3/2 proton orbital. So far, there i
8-12
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no experimental information about excited levels in d
formed Rb isotopes. The respective 3/21 and 5/21 ground
states of 97Rb and 99Y are reproduced by the calculate
proton single-particle levels. One may attempt to pred
the 98Rb ground state with the help of the Gallaghe
Moszkowski rule@44#. It should result from coupling the
lowest-lying quasiparticles with their relative orientatio
such as to further minimize the total energy. This sim
rule gives a rather strong argument for the ground state
98Rb to be the higher-spinI 5(3,4) level, i.e., the 96-ms
activity with either p@431#3/2^n@411#3/2 (Kp531) or
p@431#3/2^n@532#5/2 (Kp542). For these configurations
even parity, which experimentally is the most probable o
is consistent withI 53 only. We therefore tentatively propos
I p531 for the 98Rb ground state. Many configuration
could be invoked for low-spin levels, either involving low
lying orbitals, but unfavored by their coupling~e.g., 01 and
12 with the ones above!, or with energy-favored coupling
but higher lying. Consequently, in the absence of experim
tal spin assignment, it is not possible to propose a confi
ration for the I 5(0,1) 98Rb level corresponding to th
114-ms activity.

The feeding of the 41 state of the g.s. band in100Zr limits
the spin for the high-spin100Y level to I 5(3,4,5), but the
logft value is not low enough to ensure even parity. W
would expect the p@422#5/2^n@411#3/2 (Kp541) and
p@422#5/2^n@532#5/2 (Kp552) configurations as potentia
candidates for100Y.

TABLE VIII. Hindrances of transitions depopulating isomers
theA.100 region identified by on-line mass separation~no lifetime
has been reported for the band heads in100Zr and 102Zr observed in
prompt fission!. Final states haveK50 ~even-even nuclei! and K
55/2 (99Y). The figure between brackets after the transition ene
in keV is the experimental branching ratio.

Isomer Transition To H h

98Sr, 1838 keV, 7.1 ns 1693~0.96! 21 1.53106 1.23103

(31)a 1404 ~0.04! 41 2.33107 4.83103

99Y, 1655 keV, 1.4 ns 1539~0.7! 7/21 3.93105 6.23102

(11/21)b 1371 ~0.3! 9/21 5.43105 7.43102

99Y, 2142 keV, 8.6ms 1435~0.13! 13/21 2.03107 6.73101

(17/21)c 1166 ~0.14! 15/21 4.43109 8.53101

882 ~0.17! 17/21 1.53109 6.83101

546 ~0.07! 19/21 8.83108 6.23101

100Sr, 1619 keV, 85 ns 1202~0.9! 41 5.23108 8.03102

(42)d

an@404#9/2^n@411#3/2, proposed in this work.
bp@422#5/2^n@404#9/2^n@411#3/2, the broken neutron pair i
coupled to 31 @12#.
cp@422#5/2^n@404#9/2^n@411#3/2, the broken neutron pair i
coupled to 61 @12#.
dn@411#3/2^n@532#5/2 from Ref.@13#. This configuration was also
suggested for the 1821-keV level in102Zr @9–11#.
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V. CONCLUSION

Our new data lead to an important revision of the lev
scheme of98Sr. By analogy with96Sr we propose an in-
terpretation of the 1224- and 1539-keV levels as a 01 and
21 pairs of states due to proton-pair excitations. This impl
that theZ540 spherical subshell is still present. Therefo
states of weakly collective character coexist with stron
deformed levels atN560 in 98Sr. This interpretation is only
based on comparisons of level energies and branching ra
It would therefore be essential to perform detailed measu
ments in order to determine spins and parities as well
transition rates, including those ofE0 transitions, before the
nature of the low-lying levels can be elucidated unambig
ously.

The isomeric level at 1838 keV in98Sr is identified as a
K53 two-quasiparticle level, with probable even parity.
cascade of 140- and 175-keV transitions forms a band st
ture. It is, however, difficult to understand why a correspon
ing level structure could not be identified in the decay
100Y to 100Zr.

A consistent treatment of the pairing interaction within t
quantum Monte Carlo and Monte Carlo projection metho
allowed for theoretical prediction of the band-head excitat
energies of two-quasiparticle rotational bands in98Sr. The
isomer at 1838 keV is firmly suggested to be associated w
the n@404#9/2^n@411#3/2 (Kp531) configuration. In addi-
tion, there is fair evidence that the new level at 2124 keV
associated with then@404#9/2^n@532#5/2 (Kp522) con-
figuration. These findings further stress the importance of
@404#9/2 neutron orbital at the largest deformations in t
N560 region. This orbital was first invoked to account f
isomers in 99Y, and more recently for the 2260-keV ban
head in 100Zr. The nature of this latter level is still unclea
and cannot be elucidated by the present calculation. Th
because the occupation of proton levels above theZ538
deformed gap allows coexistence of two-quasiproton a
two-quasineutron levels in the same excitation energy ra
in Zr isotopes.

y

TABLE IX. Inertial parametersa5\2/2J ~in keV! for some two
QP bands. They have been extracted from the lowest-spin le
except for Zr isotopes where the experimental values are f
prompt fission. Note the different interpretations for band head
Zr isotopes.

Nucleus
Band
head Kp Configuration \2/2J Ref.

98Sr 1838 (31) n@411#3/2^n@404#9/2 17.6 this work
100Zr 2260 (52) p@422#5/2^p@303#5/2 18.3 @10#

(61) n@411#3/2^n@404#9/2 15.7 @11#
100Sr 1619 (42) n@411#3/2^n@532#5/2 16.2 @13#
102Zr 1821 (42) p@422#5/2^p@301#3/2 16.3 @10#

n@411#3/2^n@532#5/2 @11#

98Y 600 11 p@422#5/2^n@422#3/2 16.5 @23#
100Y 10 11 p@422#5/2^n@411#3/2 16.1 @17#
102Nb 0 11 p@422#5/2^n@411#3/2 16.1 @17#
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